Large scale classification of data organized as a hierarchy of classes has received significant attention in the literature. Top-Down (TD) Hierarchical Classification (HC), which exploits the hierarchical structure during the learning process is an effective method for dealing with problems at scale due to its computational benefits. However, its accuracy suffers due to error propagation i.e., prediction errors made at higher levels in the hierarchy cannot be corrected at lower levels. One of the main reasons behind errors at the higher levels is the presence of inconsistent nodes and links that are introduced due to the arbitrary process of creating these hierarchies by domain experts. In this paper, we propose two efficient data driven filter based approaches for hierarchical structure modification: (i) Flattening (local and global) approach that identifies and removes inconsistent nodes present within the hierarchy and (ii) Rewiring approach modifies parent-child relationships to improve the classification performance of learned models. Our extensive empirical evaluation of the proposed approaches on several image and text datasets shows improved performance over competing approaches. Source code available for reproducibility at: www.cs.gmu.edu/∼mlbio/TaxMod
INTRODUCTION
Taxonomy (hierarchy) is used widely to store large volumes of data. It provides a structured view of the domain where classes (categories) are organized from the most generic to the most specific in a top-down order. It has been used as a data representation in various application domains such as bioinformatics 1 , patent 2 databases, computer vision 3 and web-taxonomy 4 . Hierarchies provide useful structural relationships (such as parent-child and siblings) among different classes that can be exploited for learning generalized classification models. In the past, researchers have demonstrated the usefulness of hierarchies for classification and have obtained promising results [4, 11, 15, 8, 19] . However, in many situations the hierarchy used for learning classifiers is not consistent for classification and HC approaches are outperformed by flat classifiers that ignore the hierarchy [10, 22, 25] .
In majority of the cases, the hierarchy available for training classifiers is manually designed by the experts based on domain knowledge. This manual process of hierarchy creation suffers from various issues that makes it inconsistent for achieving good classification performance. Specifically, (i) Hierarchies are designed for easy search and navigation.
(ii) Hierarchies are generated by grouping semantically similar categories under a common parent category. Moreover, many different semantically sound hierarchies may exist for same set of classes. For e.g., in categorizing products, the experts may generate a hierarchy by first separating products based on the company name (e.g., apple, microsoft) and then the product type (e.g., phone, tablet) or vice-versa. Both hierarchies are equally good from the perspective of an expert. However, these hierarchies may lead to significantly different classification results. (iii) A-priori it is not clear to domain experts when to generate new nodes (hierarchy expansion) or merge two or more nodes (link creation), while creating hierarchies; resulting in a certain degree of arbitrariness. (iv) Large number of categories also pose a challenge for the manual design of a consistent hierarchy.
In this paper, our main focus is on generating an improved representation from the expert-defined hierarchy. Specifically, we propose scalable data driven taxonomy modification approaches which are suitable for HC, leading to better generalization capabilities of learned models. To summarize, our major contributions include:
1. We propose local and global flattening approaches that are able to better identify the set of inconsistent nodes that exists within the hierarchy, thereby improving the classification performance in comparison to the previous flattening approaches [2, 21] .
2. We propose an efficient filter based taxonomy modification approach which unlike previous wrapper based approaches [20, 18, 12] does not require multiple, expensive computations. Our approach is scalable and can be applied to the HC problems with high-dimensional features, large number of classes and examples.
With these taxonomy modifications, TD HC methods are significantly better than the flat methods in classification performance and prediction efficiency. Taxonomy obtained using our proposed methods can also be used with various existing state-of-the-art HC approaches [10, 13, 23] for improving the classification performance. Method Strategy ModificationScalable Method Margin-based modification [2] Flattening Filter Level flattening [21] Flattening Filter Learning based algorithm [3] Flattening Wrapper × Agglomerative clustering [12] Rewiring Clustering × Divisive clustering [17] Rewiring Clustering × Optimal hierarchy search [20] Rewiring Wrapper × Genetic based algorithm [18] Rewiring Wrapper × Our proposed approaches: Inconsistent node removal Flattening Filter Filter-based taxonomy adaptation Rewiring Filter Table 1 : Summary review of existing taxonomy modification methods and their characteristics.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the existing methods for taxonomy modification followed by our proposed methods in Section 3. Experimental results are discussed in Section 4 and finally we conclude and provide various future research directions in Section 5.
LITERATURE REVIEW
HC approaches rely on the hierarchical structure for learning models [4, 8, 10, 11, 15, 19] . In most cases, domain experts define the hierarchical structure where semantically similar categories are grouped together into a parent category. Hierarchies generated using this method are independent of the data. Various approaches for hierarchy modification have been proposed in the literature. These approaches can be broadly categorized into two classes: (i) Flattening strategy where some identified inconsistent nodes (based on error rate, classification margins) are flattened and (ii) Rewiring strategy where parent-child relationships within the hierarchy is modified to improve the classification performance of learned models. Summary of the various existing methods for taxonomy modification and their inherent characteristics are shown in Table 1 .
Flattening Strategy
Flattening refers to the removal of certain nodes or entire levels of hierarchies; is one of the early approaches used for hierarchy modification [3, 14, 21] . The main intuition behind flattening is to selectively remove the problematic nodes that cause deterioration in classification performance.
Based on levels that are flattened (removed), various methods of flattening exist. One of the simplest method is to remove (flatten) all the internal nodes. This is referred as flat hierarchy and is shown in Figure 1 (b). Flat hierarchy ignores the hierarchical structure completely which may contain some valuable information for improving the performance results of learned classification models (especially for rare categories). Top Level Flattening (TLF) as shown in Figure 1 Recently, learning based approaches [3] for hierarchy modification are proposed, where each node in the hierarchy is recursively flattened and evaluated for performance improvement over the original (predefined) hierarchy. If there is a significant improvement then the node is marked as inconsistent and removed, otherwise the node is retained in the final hierarchy. This approach although useful for small datasets, is not scalable due to the expensive evaluation process after each node removal and is a wrapper approach. In other work [2] , maximum margin-based approach for taxonomy adaptation (MTA) was proposed where some nodes are intelligently flattened based on a defined threshold and margin scores obtained for each node. Hierarchy modification using this approach (see Figure 1 (f)), is scalable and beneficial for classification and has been theoretically justified [9] . We followed a similar filter approach for hierarchy modification. However, we define a systematic approach for determining threshold criterion to identify the set of inconsistent nodes, based on deviation from mean.
Rewiring Strategy
Although, the flattening strategy shows performance improvement, it suffers from limitations. Figure 2 (a) shows the original expert-defined hierarchy where leaf nodes (categories) with higher similarities are marked by the same color and shape. In Figure 2 (a), node C.1 is incorrectly linked to node C instead of A, which makes learning a discriminative model difficult at higher level i.e., between nodes A and C. Flattening strategy (shown in Figure 2 C that contains leaf categories with varying similarities between siblings. In spite of the fact that flattened hierarchy is comparatively better than the original hierarchy in terms of classification performance, it can be improved further to better leverage the hierarchy information by rewiring node C.1 as a child of node A as done in Figure 2 (c) (a rewiring strategy). To summarize, flattening strategy cannot deal with inconsistencies that occurs in different branches (subtrees) of the hierarchy. Rewiring strategy can be broadly categorized into two class of approaches: (i) Automated hierarchy generation and (ii) Predefined (original) hierarchy modification.
Automated Hierarchy Generation
In this approach, the hierarchy is generated from scratch ignoring the expert defined hierarchy. Most of the work in this category exploits hierarchical clustering algorithms for generating the hierarchy [1, 5, 12, 17] . In [12] , a two step method for constructing hierarchy is proposed. This method uses a linear discriminant for projecting the data into a lower dimensional space followed by the hierarchical agglomerative clustering to generate a binary tree. For classification, the binary tree is converted to a two-level tree according to cluster coherence. In other work proposed in [17] , a divisive clustering approach is followed where the categories assigned to each cluster are recursively divided into sub-clusters using spherical K-means.
Constructing hierarchy using automated approaches is not popular due to predefined parameter requirements, making these approaches very ad-hoc. Moreover, these approaches generate binary trees which are not scalable for large datasets. In this paper we do not focus on automated hierarchy generation approaches.
Predefined (original) Hierarchy Modification
In the existing rewiring approaches [18, 20, 16] , the predefined expert hierarchy is modified in steps to make it better suited (aligned) for the classification task. In [20] , at each step the subset of the hierarchy is modified and evaluated for classification performance improvement using the HC learning algorithm. Modified changes are retained if the performance results improve; otherwise the changes are discarded and the process is repeated. This repeated procedure of hierarchy modification continues until the optimal hierarchy that satisfies certain criteria is reached.
In [20] , modifications are performed using three elementary operations -promote, demote and merge. Starting from the predefined (original) hierarchy, the current best hierarchy is modified by applying one of the three elementary operations at each iteration, until an optimal hierarchy with Symbol Description H original given hierarchy L set of leaf categories (classes) xi input vector for i-th training example yi ∈ L true label for i-th training examplê yi ∈ L predicted label for i-th test example y n i ∈ ±1 binary label used for i-th training example to learn weight vector for n-th node in H, y n i = 1 iff yi =n, -1 otherwise N total number of training examples Θn weight vector for n-th node f * n optimal objective function value for n-th node obtained using validation dataset. We have dropped the subscript n at some places for ease of description H M modified hierarchy after flattening/rewiring N set of nodes (except root) in H N k set of nodes at k-th level in H I L set of inconsistent nodes using Level-INR method I G set of inconsistent nodes using Global-INR method µ(S) mean of samples in set S σ(S) standard deviation of samples in set S S k set of f * values for node at k-th level in H τ k threshold for nodes flattening at k-th level in H τ global threshold for nodes flattening or threshold for grouping similar classes in rewiring method π(n) parent of the n-th node ζ(n) siblings of the n-th node Table 2 : Notation description.
best classification performance is obtained. This approach produces significant performance improvement in comparison to a clustering based approach [12] . However, expensive evaluation at each step makes this approach intractable for large-scale datasets. Another drawback of this approach is deciding which branch of the hierarchy to explore first (for modification) and which elementary operation to apply at each step. Similarly, hierarchy modification using genetic algorithms [18] , requires many candidate hierarchies to be evaluated at each subsequent step. Other approaches focus on improving the runtime performance (apart from classification performance) [16] , where the hierarchy is only evaluated in the modified sub-branches. Some improvements in results over the expert defined hierarchy have been reported. However, this approach is heuristic by nature and requires parameter tuning. We propose a filter-based data-driven rewiring approach, where the taxonomy is modified based on certain relevance criterion (such as pairwise siblings similarities) between the different classes within the hierarchy. In contrast, wrapper based methods [18, 20, 16] iteratively modify the hierarchy by making one or few changes, which are then evaluated by training a classification model on a validation set to identify if the modified hierarchy has improved performance. As such, filter methods are scalable for large datasets as they are single step and do not require experimental evaluation for multiple iterations. In Table 1 we succinctly capture the differences amongst the previously proposed approaches and our proposed method along these dimensions. Table 2 summarizes the common notations used in this paper. We use bold letters to indicate vector variables.
PROPOSED METHODS

Hierarchical Classification
Given, a hierarchy H = (V, E), where V denotes the set of nodes and E denotes the set of edges. We train one-vs-rest classifiers for each of the nodes n ∈ N -where N is the set of all nodes excluding the root node -to discriminate its examples from other node examples in the hierarchy. In this paper, we have used logistic regression (LR) as the underlying base model for training. The LR objective uses logistic loss to minimize the empirical risk and l2-norm term (denoted by || · || 2 2 ) to control model complexity and prevent overfitting. The objective function fn for training a model corresponding to node n is provided in eq. (1).
(1)
For each node n within the hierarchy, we solve eq. (??) to obtain the optimal weight vector denoted by Θn. The complete set of parameters for all the nodes {Θn} n∈N constitutes the learned model for the hierarchical TD classifier. For LR models the conditional probability forŷ n i ∈ ±1 given its feature vector xi and the weight vector Θn is given by eq. (2) and the decision function is given by eq. (3).
For a test example with feature vector xi, the TD classifier predicts the class labelŷi ∈ L as shown in eq. (4), where C (p) denotes the set of children of node p. Essentially, the algorithm starts at the root nodes and recursively selects the best child nodes till it reaches a terminal node belonging to the set of leaf nodes L.
Flattening Approach
It has been shown [9] that for any classifier that correctly classifies m random input-output pairs using a set of D decision nodes, the generalization error bound with probability greater than 1 -∆ is less than the expression shown in eq. (5).
where γn denotes the margin at node n ∈ D, δ is a constant term and r is the radius of the ball containing the distribution's support. This provides two significant strategies in designing our approach to reduce the generalization error: (i) increasing the margin γn for nodes in the hierarchy or (ii) decreasing the number of decision nodes |D| involved in prediction. For learning the optimal model we need to balance the trade-off between the margin γn and the number of decision nodes |D|. Two of the extreme cases for learning hierarchical classifiers are flat and TD methods. For flat classifiers, we have to make a single decision (i.e., |D| = 1) but margin width γn is presumably small due to the large number of leaf categories, which makes it difficult to obtain larger margin. For TD hierarchical classifiers, we have to make a series of decisions from root to leaf nodes (i.e., |D| ≥ 1 ) but margin γn is larger due to the fewer number of categories that need to be distinguished at each of the decision nodes. In this paper, we propose a method that removes some of the inconsistent nodes in the hierarchy H, thereby, increasing the value of margin γn for nodes in the hierarchy, while minimizing the number of decision nodes.
In order to improve the effectiveness of classification we need to identify inconsistent nodes and prune them. We mark a node n within the hierarchy as inconsistent if the optimal value of the objective function f * n becomes greater than a chosen threshold value. To get a more reliable estimate of the f * n , we first train the regularized LR models on a training set locally for each node and then compute the objective function on a separate validation set, which is different from the training set. The objective value on validation set for node n is denoted by f * n . We develop the following approaches for setting the threshold for pruning.
Level-wise (local) Inconsistent Node Removal -In this approach, referred as Level-INR, we select a different threshold τ k for each level k of the hierarchy. Algorithm 1 presents the level-wise approach that selects inconsistent nodes at each level in a top-down manner. The threshold τ k for level k is computed as the sum of mean and standard deviation of the set of values {f * n } n∈N k , where N k represents the set of nodes in level k. All nodes n ∈ N k that satisfy f * n > τ k are marked as inconsistent and added to the set of inconsistent nodes denoted by IL. This procedure is repeated for all levels of the hierarchy. Finally, we flatten the nodes in set IL -remove n ∈ IL and corresponding edges, and add edges from children of n to n's parent node. The modified hierarchy HM obtained by flattening is used to re-train a top-down classifier.
Global Inconsistent Node Removal -Different from the Level-INR approach, which sets different thresholds for each level, the global method computes a single threshold value for all levels. The threshold τ is computed as the sum of mean and standard deviation of the set of value {f * n } n∈N , where N represents the set of all nodes except the root node. τ is used to identify the set of inconsistent nodes IG in the hierarchy (i.e., all nodes n with f * n > τ ). The modified hierarchy HM obtained by flattening the nodes present in IG is used to re-train a top-down classifier. In this paper we refer to this approach as Global-INR.
Rewiring Approach
To overcome the drawback associated with flattening approach (discussed in Section 2.2), we propose an efficient filter based data driven rewiring approach for taxonomy modification.
Filter based Taxonomy Modification -Algorithm 2 describes our proposed approach for taxonomy modification. It consist of two steps: (i) Grouping Similar Classes -To ensure similar classes are grouped together to the same parent node in the modified taxonomy; this step identifies and groups the most similar classes that exists within the predefined experts hierarchy.
Pairwise similarity computation between different classes is one of the major bottlenecks of this step. To make it scalable, we distribute the similarity computation across multiple compute nodes. Cosine similarity is used as the similarity metric in our experiments and we use a separate validation dataset for computing similarities. Once the similarity scores are computed, we determine the set S of most similar pairs of classes using an empirically defined cut-off threshold for a dataset.
(ii) Inconsistency Identification and CorrectionSimilar classes determined in the previous stage are used as an input for this step. To obtain the consistent hierarchy, we need to group together each of the similar class pairs to 
i ) then /* check similarity to all siblings */ foreach j ∈ ζ(s
a common parent node. Iteratively, starting from the most similar class pairs we check for potential inconsistency i.e., if the pairs of classes are in different branches (sub-trees). In order to resolve the identified inconsistencies, we take the corrective measures using three elementary operation: node creation, parent-child rewiring and node deletion. Figure 3 illustrates the various hierarchical structures that are obtained after the execution of elementary operation on predefined (original) hierarchy, Figure 3 (a) . Node Creation (NC) -This helps to group together the identified similar class pairs in different branches (sub-trees) of the hierarchy using a newly created node, with parent as the lowest common ancestors of similar classes. Figure 3 (b) illustrate this operation where the similar class pairs 5 and 6 are grouped together by the newly created node D. This operation is used only when a proper subset of the leaf nodes from different branches are similar (i.e., not similar to all leaf nodes in the branch; otherwise the parent-child rewiring operation is used). Parent-child Rewiring (PCRewire) -As shown in Figure 3(c) , this operation simply assigns (rewires) the leaf node from one parent to another parent node in the hierarchy. It is useful when the leaf node is identified as similar to all sibling leaf nodes within the given hierarchy branch. For example, in Figure 3 (c) if the computed similarity score determines the leaf node 6 to be more similar to nodes 3, 4 and 5 in comparison to its current siblings 7 and 8, than it is more desirable from classification perspective to assign 6 as node B child rather than C. Node Deletion (ND) -This refers to deletion of internal node in the hierarchy that does not have any associated leaf node as its descendant. As shown in Figure 3 (d), internal node B is deleted because it does not helps in classification as there are no leaf nodes that can be classified by node B. This operation is used as a post-processing step in our algorithm to refine the hierarchy, where irrelevant nodes are removed from the modified hierarchy.
# Total
For resolving inconsistency, our algorithm determines (outer for loop) the best corrective measures (node creation or parent-child rewiring) that needs to be taken. Once all the inconsistencies have been addressed, algorithm calls the node deletion procedure as a final modification step where unnecessary internal nodes with 0 or 1 child are deleted.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Datasets
We have used an extensive set of text and image datasets for evaluating the performance of our proposed approaches. Various statistics of the datasets used are listed in Table  3 . All these datasets are single labeled and the examples are assigned to the leaf nodes in the hierarchy. For all text datasets, we have applied the tf-idf transformation with l2-norm normalization on the word-frequency feature vector. Description of the dataset used for experiments are: Image Datasets CLEF [7] -Medical images represented by 80 features that are extracted using local distribution of edges. DIATOMS [6] -Diatom images where features are created using various feature extraction techniques [6] . We have preprocessed the original dataset by removing the examples that belongs to the internal nodes. 
Evaluation Metrics
Flat Measures -We have used the standard metrics micro-F1 (µF1) and macro-F1 (MF1) for evaluating the performance of various methods. To compute µF1, we sum up the category specific true positives (T Pc), false positives (F Pc) and false negatives (F Nc) for different categories and compute the score as:
Unlike µF1, MF1 gives equal weight to all the categories so that the average score is not skewed in favor of the larger categories. It is defined as follows:
where, |L| is the number of categories (classes). Hierarchical Measures -This metrics incorporate hierarchy for evaluating the classifier performance. The hierarchy based measures include hierarchical F1 (hF1) (harmonic mean of hierarchical precision (hP ), hierarchical recall (hR)) are defined as follows,
Note that for consistent evaluation of hierarchical measures we have used the original hierarchy for all methods unless noted. 
Methods for Comparison
Flat Method
For the flat classifiers we train one-versus-rest regularized logistic regression (LR) classifiers for each of the leaf categories, ignoring the hierarchical structure. The prediction decision is based on the maximum prediction score achieved when compared across the one-versus-rest classifiers. This method is referred as LR.
Top-Down Hierarchical Methods
For all TD hierarchical baselines we train one-vs-rest classifiers for each of the nodes (except root) in the hierarchy and predictions are made starting from the root node and recursively selecting the best scoring child nodes until a leaf node is reached (See eq. (4)). We choose one-vs-rest over one-vssibling for learning models because our preliminary experiments showed better performance with one-vs-rest method. Depending upon the hierarchy that we use during the training process, we use the following TD HC methods for comparison purpose.
Top-Down Logistic Regression (TD-LR):
We use original hierarchy provided by domain experts for training the classifiers.
Level Flattening Approach [21] : Modified hierarchy obtained by flattening level(s) is used for classifiers training. Depending on level(s) flattened we have TLF, BLF and MLF as discussed in Section 2.1. For MLF, we flatten the first and third level nodes as proposed in [21] .
Margin based Taxonomy Adaptation (MTA) [2] : Hierarchy is modified using the computed margin value and threshold defined at each node in the hierarchy.
Optimal Hierarchy Search [20] : Optimal hierarchy is searched in the hierarchical space by modifying the predefined hierarchy using elementary operation -promote, demote and merge. For reducing the number of hierarchy evaluation, we have restricted the modification to the hierarchy branches where we encountered the maximum errors. This modified approach is referred as T-Easy. In the original paper largest evaluated dataset has 244 classes and 15795 instances.
Experimental Protocol
To make the experimental evaluation results comparable to previously published results, we have used the same traintest split as provided by the benchmarks. In all the experiments, we have divided the training dataset into train and small validation dataset in the ratio 90:10. Each experiment was run five times with different sets of train and validation split chosen randomly. Testing is done on an independent held-out dataset as provided by these benchmarks. The model is trained by choosing mis-classification penalty parameter (C) in the set {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000}. The best parameter is selected using a validation set. The best parameters are used to retrain the models on the entire training set and the performance is measured on a held out test set. All experiments were conducted using a modified version of liblinear 10 software and were run on a compute cluster with Dell C8220 compute nodes, each with dual Intel Xeon E5-2670 (2.60GHz) 8 core CPUs.
Evaluation Results
Case Study
To understand the qualitative difference of our proposed approaches, we present results on the newsgroup dataset containing 20 classes and 10,000 training examples. Figure 4 (b) and (c) shows the modified hierarchical structure obtained using our best proposed flattening approach (Global-INR) and rewiring approach, respectively. Performance evaluation on these hierarchy shows improved classification results in comparison to the original (predefined) hierarchy shown in Figure 4 (a) . On comparing flattened and rewired hierarchy, performance of rewired hierarchy (µF1 = 81.24) is found to be significantly better than the flattened hierarchy (µF1 = 79.42) because of the flattening approach limitation that it cannot group together the classes from different hierarchical branches (for e.g, soc.religion.christian and religion.misc or electronics and graphics), limiting the performance improvement. On the contrary, rewiring ap- proach has the flexibility of grouping classes from any hierarchical branches which helps in leveraging the hierarchy better for learning models.
Flattening Approaches
Performance based on Flat Metrics - Table 4 shows the µF1 and M F1 performance comparison of our proposed flattening methods with different TD hierarchical baselines. We can see that our proposed method, Global-INR, consistently outperforms other TD HC methods for all the datasets across all metrics. In fact, for image dataset we see a relative performance improvement of ∼6% in MF1 on comparing Global-INR with the best TD hierarchical baseline method. Significance test between models is performed to access the performance improvement. We perform sign-test for µF1 [24] and non-parametric wilcoxon rank test for MF1. The results of the significance test shows that our proposed method, Global-INR significantly outperforms the best TD hierarchical baseline model for the different datasets.
On comparing our two proposed flattening approaches, Global-INR has better performance than Level-INR because the Level-INR method strictly enforces some of the nodes to be removed from each levels although their f * n value may be much lower than the other nodes at different levels in the hierarchy and vice-versa. In contrast, Global-INR method takes all nodes into consideration while making a decision to identify the inconsistent nodes and hence it determines a better set of inconsistent nodes. Maximum margin based approach, MTA has poor performance due to the similar issues as with Level-INR approach. Level flattening methods such as TLF, BLF and MLF, have poor performance because these methods remove the entire level in the hierarchy and do not take into consideration whether any node in that level is important or not, resulting in poor performance. The baseline method, TD-LR has worst performance because of the presence of inconsistent nodes in the hierarchy which leads to the error propogation.
Performance based on Hierarchical Metrics - Table  5 shows the hF1 score for the best TD model, MTA and the proposed flattening models evaluated over the original and the new hierarchy (obtained by modification) for all datasets. We can see that our proposed method, Global-INR has the best performance over all the datasets because it is able to identify better set of inconsistent nodes resulting (performance deteriorates after µ+3σ) with step-size 0.1σ for CLEF and DMOZ-SMALL dataset. We choose these datasets for evaluation because they have different characteristics. The CLEF dataset is well-balanced and does not suffer from the rare categories problem, whereas, DMOZ-SMALL dataset is highly unbalanced and more than 80% of the classes belong to rare categories i.e., have less than 10 examples. In order to identify the set of inconsistent nodes in the hierarchy, we compare the computed f * value of each internal node with the chosen threshold (τ ) and mark these node as inconsistent iff f * > τ . It can be observed that for CLEF dataset, performance improves as the threshold (τ ) decreases giving intuition that τ should be kept smaller i.e., removing more internal nodes from the hierarchy (enforcing flat structure) is better and hence reducing the threshold value τ can possibly lead to better results. However, for the DMOZ-SMALL dataset, performance first increases and than decreases with maximum performance achieved around τ = µ + 2σ. This behaviour explains that for unbalanced distribution and cat- egories with few training examples, we should generally keep the threshold higher and allow minimal changes in the hierarchy by removing fewer inconsistent nodes. The best threshold for a specific dataset can be chosen empirically using a small validation set as done in this study.
Rewiring Approach
Classification Performance - Table 6 shows the performance comparison of our proposed filter based rewiring approach with best flattening approach, Global-INR and competing rewiring approach, T-Easy. We can make following observation from the Table 6 : (i) The rewiring approaches significantly outperforms the best flattening approach, Global-INR (ii) Our proposed filter based model achieves competitive performance results in comparison to T-Easy model. However, for most of the smaller datasets T-Easy model has better performance because it searches for the optimal hierarchy in the hierarchical space which can gradually reach the performance improvement (or even better) that is achieved by our model. Nevertheless, main drawback of T-Easy approach is that it needs a lot of computationally expensive hierarchy evaluations for reaching the optimal hierarchy, which makes this approach intractable for larger datasets (DMOZ).
Runtime Comparison -In Table 7 we compare the training times of different models. For training, we learn the models in parallel for different classes using multiple compute nodes which is then combined to obtain the final runtime. For our proposed rewiring approach we also compute the similarity between different classes in parallel. We can see from Table 7 that TD-LR takes the least time as there is no extra hierarchy modification overhead; followed by the Global-INR model which requires models re-training after hierarchy flattening. Rewiring approaches are most expensive because of the compute intensive task of either similarity computation using our proposed approach or multiple hierarchy evaluations using the T-Easy approach. Comparatively, the T-Easy method takes the longest time due to large number of expensive hierarchy evaluation after each elementary operation until the optimal hierarchy is reached. Table 8 shows the number of elementary operations executed using the T-Easy and our proposed approach. We can see that T-Easy approach executes extremely large number of operations even for smaller datasets (for e.g., 412 operations for IPC datasets), making it expensive.
Empirical Study for Threshold (τ ) Selection to Group Similar Classes - Figure 6 shows the sorted (descending order) class pairs cosine similarity scores for DMOZ-SMALL dataset. We can see that similarity scores becomes nearly constant after 1000 pairs (and drops further after 6000, not shown in the Figure) that does not provides any interesting similar classes grouping information for taxonomy modification. So for this dataset choosing threshold τ as the similarity score of the 1000-th class pair is a reasonable choice. Similar approach to determine the threshold can be applied for other datasets as well.
Effect of Varying the Training Size - Figure 7 shows the M F1 comparison of best flattening, Global-INR and rewiring approaches on CLEF and DMOZ-SMALL datasets with varying percentage of training size. For both datasets we can see that rewiring approaches outperforms the flatten- ing approach. Interestingly, for CLEF dataset with smaller training percentage our proposed rewiring approach has better performance. Reason for this behaviour might be the over-fitting of the optimal hierarchy with the training data in case of the T-Easy approach, which results in poor performance on unseen examples. For training dataset with enough examples as expected, T-Easy method gives the best performance but at the cost of expensive runtime. We cannot run T-Easy on DMOZ datasets. Table 9 shows the M F1 and hF1 performance comparison of our proposed best flattening, Global-INR model and the filter based rewiring model against the flat one-vs-rest LR model on larger DMOZ datasets broken by varying distribution of training size. For evaluating DMOZ-2010 and DMOZ-2012 datasets we have used a separate held out dataset because we don't know the actual labels of test dataset from online evaluation. We use M F1 for comparison because it gives equal importance to all classes while evaluation. For hF1, we have used the original hierarchy for consistent evaluation. We can see that for rare categories (few training examples per class) our proposed filter based and Global-INR model outperforms the flat LR model. The hierarchy provides useful information in categorizing these classes with less training examples. However, for classes with enough training examples flat LR model gives better results due to better generalized models learning. It should be noted that flat models have very expensive predicition time in comparison to our proposed TD models because it invokes all the models while making prediction. For DMOZ-2010 dataset, flat model takes ∼90 mins for predicting the labels of test instances whereas our models takes ∼20 mins. On comparing, our proposed filter based rewiring model with the Global-INR model, we can see that rewiring model has better performance because the modified hierarchy using rewiring approach is based on the similarity score which leverages the hierarchy better in comparison to flattened hierarchy. Table 9 : M F1 and hF1 comparison of our proposed approaches against flat LR model for DMOZ datasets with varying distribution of training examples per class.
Comparison to Flat method
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we proposed two different filter-based datadriven approaches for taxonomy modification. We derived a flattening based approach, that selectively removes the inconsistent nodes from the hierarchy based on the deviation from mean, and rewiring approach, that modifies the existing parent-child relationships based on the similarities between the classes. Our proposed global flattening method exclusively outperform the existing flattening methods in the literature, whereas our proposed rewiring method gives competitive results with much better runtime performance that allow HC on significantly larger datasets (DMOZ). Extensive analysis with varying training percentage and distribution per class is done to better understand the behaviour of our proposed approaches with existing methods. In future, we plan to extend our proposed methods for hierarchical multilabel datasets where instances can belong to more than one class. We also plan to study the effect of our methods in conjunction with feature selection.
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